The purpose of this work is to study the following problem. Let Let 6 = iFi: x 'Pz -+ IR be a function measurable with respect to X, continuous with respect to u and such that /6(x, u)/ < a(x) h(u) with a(x) E L,',,,(Ip") and h(u) bounded on the bounded sets. We denote by u,, a sequence of solutions of the problems where R is an open Lipschitzian set, fh E X for every integer h, 6 E L, (f2).
(Dh E @,,,-and Lip,,,(iR") is the set of the functions locally Lipschitzian in iR". Roughly speaking, our purpose is to establish if the limit functions of 1.4~ are solutions of a problem of the same kind. A precise answer to this question is given if the following assumptions of homogenization hold:
(i) fh(x, w) = f(hx, w). with f E F, periodic with period 1 in all the first n variables, and convex with respect to IV; 219 (ii) v),,(x) = (p(hx), with v, E @,,, and periodic with period 1 in all the n variables.
Then we are going to prove R is the closed and convex set, with interior points, deJned by R = {<E R" 13~ E 9(r) with IDu(x)J < q(x) a.e. 1 (0.4) and co1 is the convex and lower semicontinuous function defined as follows:
o,(t) = min US.P(I) J f (x, @4x)) dx. 10 .11" IDu(x)l <rpW)a.e.
(0.5 > Moreover the minimum values of (0.1) converge to the minimum value of (0.2).
We observe that if 6(x, u) = r(x)u with r E L'(n) and f is strictly convex then w, is strictly convex and by Theorem 0.1 the sequence u,, of the (unique) solutions of the problems (0.1) converge to the (unique) solution u of problem 0.2. For our purposes, we need two propositions. Let 0 be a Lipschitzian-open set and define A(hn) = {u E Lip&R") such that u = 0 on an, 1 Du(x)l < rp(hx) a.e. on R 1
A',R' = {u E Lip,,&?") such that u = 0 on X!, Du(x) E I? a.e. on R 1.
Let ~2 (resp. xg) be the indicatrix function of the set A,@) (resp. A,(Q)).
PROPOSITION 0.2. The sequence ,yf T-(L '(0)) converges to xz for every 24 E Lip,,,(R").
Define
F&d, l2) = I' f(hx, Du) dx +x;(u) -n F'&,f2) = I' w(Du(x)) dx f&U).
-0 PROPOSITION 0.3. The sequence of finctionals F, T-(L '(a)) converges to F, for every u in Lip,,@").
By these and similar propositions we study the convergence of the functions locally minimizing F, (cf. Dal Maso and Modica [IO] ). Theorem 0.1 gives a positive answer to a more general conjecture formulated by Bensoussan et al. in [3] . Similar results, also more general, have been obtained by Carbone in [4, 51 , by Cioranescu and Saint-Jean-Paulin in [9] and Fusco in [ 14) for the case n = 1. The n-dimensional case with constant constraint on the gradient (p(x) = 1) has been studied by Carbone in [ 7 ] .
0.2
Let (X, r) be a topological space which fulfills the first axiom of countability and let F,, denote a sequence of functions from X to If?. We say that r-(r) liy+:p F,,(y) = F"(x)
.v -x if the two following conditions hold: (i) for every sequence {xh} convergent to x l\rn:Ep F,,(x,,) > F"(X),
(ii) there exists a sequence {xh} convergent to x such that lirn .ssp F,,(x,,) = F"(x).
The definition of F'(x) = r-(t) lim infh,,,,,, F,,(y) is given by (i) and (ii), substituting the lim sup by the lim inf. Finally we say that r- (7) ,!i", F,,(y) = F(x) w, Q) = f j-(x, Wx)) dx, if IDu(x)l < p(x) a.e. in Q,
-0 (0.6) = +a, otherwise.
Throughout, we denote by Y the class of these functionals. We remind that, improperly, we denote by C:(D) the topology induced on Lip,,,(R") by the extended metric defined as follows:
and by the symbol C"(O) the topology on Lip,,,(R") of the uniform convergence on f2. Moreover, we set for every sequence (Irh) in 5, for every u in Lip,,,(lR") and for every R in Ap,
Similarly, we shall use the symbols GA(u, Q) and Gl(u, Q) for the I--(C:(O)) lim inf and f -(C:(Q)) lim sup, respectively, of the sequence F,(u, 0). For a survey of the theory of the r-convergence, we refer to 1111 and to the relative bibliography. Finally, for every functional G:Ap, --$ R we set G-W= ,";P~ G(Q'). In this first section of n.1 we want to prove a result of compacteness and representation in terms of measure of the r limit. Barring some technical complications, the adopted method can be considered standard in this field of the theory of the r convergence. For the definition of a dense family and a rich family of open sets, we refer to [ 131.
Throughout, F,, denotes a sequence of functions in .'t and (fj. p,,) is a pair in T x @,,, associated to F,. LEMMA 1.1. Let Q,R,, Dz be in Ap, and R @ 0, UOz; then G"(u, 0) < G"(u, R, n l2) + G"(u. R, n f2).
Proox Let u; and ui be two sequences which converge to u on R, n f2 and on f2: n R. respectively, such that, for i = 1. 2.
lim sup F,(uL, ni n f2) = G"(u. Q, n 0). h-+x Let K, denote the following set K,= (xEl2~d(x,E'l2,)>c}.
It is easy to see that there exists an E > 0 such that Let v be a function to 1 on K, and with support contained in J?,, v in C'(Q,), and 1 Dy/j < c' for a suitable constant c. Define
This function is well defined on a; moreover, for every t with 0 < t < 1 1 tDu,I = t I tyDu:, + (1 -w) Du:, + (u:, -u;) Dwl < trp, + 2;t nnny;$w,, 14 -41.
because Dy(x) # 0 only if x E 0,\K, and x E 0 implies x E 0, and, consequently, x E R n 0, n (R,\K,). Since 0 < m < oh(x) and, consequently, u:, ui converge to u on S f7 R, n Q,, we have for h large enough
Using the convexity of fh we get G"(tu, I?) < 1im;up Fh(tuh, 0) < lim~up(F,(t~~, R n Q,)
+ Fh(tui, R n Q,)) + C meas(0 n (R ,\K,)) ~tlihmF,(u~,ann,)+tlimFh(u:,,Dnaz) + 2( I -t) lim;up Fh(O. 0) + C meas(O n (Q,\K,)j.
Passing at the limit for E -+ 0, and after for t + 1 -, we obtain the thesis using the semicontinuity of G". @ COROLLARY 1.2. Let R, a,, O2 be in Ap, and l2 c R, V KJ2 ; then G:(u, R) < Gy(, an f2,) + G'L(u, R n a,).
Proof. Let R' @ 0" c J2 and define f-4 =fl,\Q,, n; = &\Q, 1
Then, for E small enough B,(E) c ni
By Lemma 1.1, we have ProoJ Let R' G Q" G 0 with meas(0\0') < E. We denote by uhi and v,,, two sequences which converge to u on Q and R", respectively, and such that 
j-tee
Let v be a function equal to 1 on 'R', with support in Q", 0 < w < 1, and tyE C'(i2"). We set
It is easy to see that whj+ u uniformly on R and, for 0 < t < 1 and j large enough, Hence &(tu, a) < lim sup Fh,(twhj, fi?) < t lim sup Fh,(Vhj, a') i+tcc i-+taj
For I+ l-and after for R' + R, we deduce Gyu, Q) ,< @(u, f2).
Also. trivially
Then, the lemma follows from (1.1). 1
1.2
Let F,, be a sequence of functionals in 3. This section is devoted to the study of the relations between G' and Gh. or G" and Gl. The following result holds: LEMMA 1.8. Let 0 be in Ap, and u E Lip,,,(R") with u = 0 on X?. [f
ProoJ For the sake of the brevity, we shall prove only the assertion concerning G". First, we show that G"(u, 0) < fee implies Gi(u, a) < +a. Let uh be indeed a sequence uniformly convergent to u and such that 1 Du,, < q,, a.e. in R and lim sup Fh(u,, , f2) = G"(u, 0). (we denote by C,A the complement of A with respect to Q). Clearly, we can assume that
Define
The functions iih have support in R; moreover they uniformly converge to u in L?. We have Clearly, (l/a,) x7:, WI"' < 1. Set oh=s;pItlh-uI.
We have u,, --) 0. Suppose x E @')\L$!! r ; then
and also i=l i=l h < sh2f*ek.
Hence, we obtain
+p2"hu,.
Now, we denote by [x], the integer part of x. Choosing czh = [log log( l/uh) j and recalling that u,, + 0, we can say that for real t with 0 < t < 1 there exists E > 0 such that ItDu;,/<~,-E if h is large enough. So G;(tu, 0) < +a.
Using tu = u on XI we get by a semicontinuity argument G(,'(u, Q) < +a. Now we prove the'equality
Of course, it is enough to prove that G"(u, I?) > G;(u, Q).
We observe that, for 0 < t < 1 F/J&, 0) < tF,(u,, Q) + (1 -I) F,(O, f2).
Since tu, = tU;, on @rh' we obtain for 0 < t < 1 and h large enough
Passing at the lim sup with respect to h and observing that meas(J2\R~h') -+ 0, we have
and finally for t -+ 1 -we obtain
For every c in R", we denote by uI the function l+(x) = < * x.
Let oh be a sequence of functions in @,,,. We denote by .Th we set .Z, = (FE .'t' 1 F is obtained from some (f, ph) EC?-x a,,, via Eq. (0.6)}. Now let Fh E 27,, for every h. In this section we want to study some properties of the sets
We point out that K'(x) are independent of the particular F, if it is in .gh: moreover, for every x K"(X) c K'(x). LEMMA 2.1. K"(x) is convexfir every x E R". Moreover 0 E k'"(x) and for every < in K'(x) andfor every t with 0 < t < 1, the element t< is in x'(x).
Proof: Let rr, & E K"(x) and < = t(, + ( 1 -t) &. Let uh + u5, on Z,(x) and u,, + u12 on Z,(x) such that / Du,( < qh, 1 Du,/ < q,, . We set Wh = tu, + (1 -t) ?I/# ; then nlh + uI and 1 Dw,l < rp,, on Z,(x) TI I,(X). Also, if I<1 ( m, then obviously, 1 Du,I < (P,, for every h, and so 0 E K"(x). Now, suppose <E K'(x); then clearly, t< E K'(x). Let E > 0 such that (1 -t) < m/E and let S be the ball with center t< and ray E. Let 5' E S and define <" = t;' -t(; then <"/( 1 -t) E K"(X) and since <' = t( + (1 -t) <"/( 1 -t) we deduce <' E K'(x), because a convex combination of an element of K'(x) and an element of K"(x) belongs to K'(x). I PROPOSITION 2.2. Let u E C'(a) and G'_(u, l2) < +a (resp. G'L(u,R) < +a); thenfor every t with O,<t < 1 andfir every x,EQ, we have tDu(x,,) E K/(x,) (resp. tDu(x,) E K"(x,)).
Proof. For brevity, we shall prove the assertion concerning K"(x,) and G"(u, Q), the other case being similar. Let x,, E f2 and R" an open set such that x0 E a", with 0" @ S2, and consequently, G"(u, 0") < +co. Let u,, + u in 12" with (Du,( <rp,; set, for 0 < t < 1 tDu(x,> = t, w,=t(u,-u)+ul.
Obviously, wh + uI in 0"; moreover, because u E C'(a), for every x0 E R there exists a neighborhood 1,(x,) of x0 such that 1 Du(x) -Du(x,)( < E for every x E ZJx,J. Hence for E small enough we have on Z,(x,), (Dw,J<t(Du,l+tIDu(x,)-DuI<trp,+te<q+,. I LEMMA 2.3. Let G'(u, 0) < fco (resp. G"(u, l2) < +a). For fixed t with 0 < t < 1 there exists E > 0 such that for every v for which supo (Dv -tDuj < E, we have G'(v, 0) < +oo (resp. G"(v, l2) < +a).
Proof. We shall prove the assertion concerning G"(u, a). Let uh -+ u in 0 with ) Du,) < (P,, . Define v,, = v + t(u -u,J obviously, vh --) u and Choosing E small enough, the lemma is proved. 1 PROPOSITION 2.4. Let u E C'(0) and suppose tDu(x) E K"(x) for ever] t with 0 < t < 1 and for every x in Q. Then G!!(u, f2) < +a~.
Proof. Let 52" c R' c R and u, = tu. Obviously, Du, is uniformly continuous in Q'. By Lemma 2.3 and the assumption tDu(x) E K"(X), for every x E R there exists an open neighborhood Z,(x) of x such that G"(u~, Z,(X)) < +co. The family {Z[(X)}~~~ is an open cover of f2 and so there exists a finite subcover of Q', say Z((x,),..., ZI(~~k). Using the subadditivity of G", we have G"(u,, 0") < G"(u,, 0') < t G"(u,, Zt(xi)) < +w. i=l
Hence G"(u,. Q) < +co and our thesis follows for r + 1 -as usual. 1 3 Let q: IR: -+ R be a measurable function, l-periodic in all the variables. Here and in the following we assume RI(x) = P,(hX)* In this section we obtain further properties of K'(x) and K"(x), in particular. that they are independent of X. LEMMA 3.1. Let u E Lip,,,(lR") and CL@, 0) < +co (resp. GY(u, Q) < +a~). Suppose that u is dlrerentiable in x0 E R and let < = Du(x,). Then for every d E Ap, we have G'(ut, d) < +w (resp. G"(u,, 0) < +a~).
ProoJ Let x0 E R' with R' C R. First, we shall examine the case of G'; let. indeed, uhj + u in 0' with 1 Duhjl < up,,,. For every real a, we denote by G'(wk, fi) < C meas 6 < +co.
Using the differentiability of u in x0, we can say that wk + uI for k + +a~; by semicontinuity, we obtain G'(ur, fi) < +co. Now, we examine the case of G"; let uh + u in Q' with 1 Du,,) < rp,. Let (n,,) be, for every h, an n-tuple of integers such that (n,)/h -+ x,, . For k E N we define v,,(x) = kd(x/k) + ((ndlh)) -Wxd
For k large enough v,, is defined on all n' and v,, + wk ; moreover,
Hence, G"(wk, 6) < C meas d < +a0 and the conclusion follows as for G'. I COROLLARY 3.2. For every x in R, the sets K'(x) and K"(x) are closed; moreover, for every x, y in R" we have
Proof. The identities are immediate consequences of Lemma 3.1. We prove, e.g., that K'(x) is closed; if 5 E K'(x), then by Lemma 3.1 we have for every d in Ap, G'(u,,fi)<Cmeasfi<+co.
Let r' E aK'(x); then there exists &, E K'(x) with <,, -+ <'; it follows G'(u{,, 6) < +co by semicontinuity. I By Corollary 3.2, it makes sense to define
Trivially K" c K'. Now, we want to extend Proposition 2.4 to Lipschitzian functions. We require some definitions. Let a be an open and bounded set, starred with respect to x0 ; for every r,r # 0, we denote by f2, the set a, = {x E R" ) x0 + q(x -x0) E 0).
Let I( be a function defined on 0; for 0 < r < 1 we set UT(X) = 24(x, + 7(x -xc))).
Obviously U, is well defined on 0,. Let I+V be C' function. I,U > 0 and such that sup Iv = Ix I I-xl ,< 11. )_ lydx= 1. . lw E K" a.e. in R. Then, if E < E(T,J~'), for every 0' and r with a' G R and 0 < r < 1 we have Du,,,(x) E K". Moreover if f2 is starred with respect to x0 and 0 < r < 1, then we have Du,,,(x) E K" for every x E Q(r) IYE < C(r).
ProoJ Since K" is a closed and convex set with interior points, there exists a family (L,}46.4 of functionals and a family (a,},.,, of numbers such that,
So. it is enough to see that L,(Du,,,(x)) > a, for every x E n'(r). Now we have L,(Du,,,(x)) = E -' I' W,(Y) L,(rDutx, + 7(x --y -x,,))) 4~. For E -R 0, and after for r -+ I-, we obtain by semicontinuity G"(u, 0) < +a. In this section, still assuming oPh(x) = cp(hx) with l-periodic in all the variables, we want to prove that K' = K". In fact, for P = [0, 11" we define R= {<E R" ( 3u E .9(r) such that (Du(x)l <o(x) a.e. in P); it turns out that g is a closed and convex set with interior points. Then we show that K' and K" are equal to 8. Then we can set K = K' = K" = I?. It is easy to see that 1 DC,, < q,, and zi,, -ug is (I/h)-periodic in all the variables. By periodicity, we extend this function on P and we still denote this continuation by C,, -ug. Obviously, C,, E 9(r), 1 DzT~I < +I~ in P and C,, + zll + c in P, where c is a suitable constant. Hence c E K". and for every x this series contains no more than 2" addends; moreover.
I&4 < fib
As r E d, there exists t > 1 such that t{ E K'; by Lemma 3. We set &kj = maxt-,,,l. ] uh, -ur]; clearly, lim,++oo eh, = 0. Finally we define for x E P uhj(x) = t ' x + c (f) E 2"
This sequence is well defined because if x + (i) & [-2,2]", then certainly IJI(X + (i)) = 0. We observe that uh, E S(r) for every j and that uhj -+ u in P because, for every x in P,
Finally, we have to estimate ] Duhj]:
Since (Pi, is l-periodic, we obtain The function ZI -uL is (l/h) -periodic and ]Du'] < ph(x) for every x E P; finally we set for x E P v(x) = hu'(x/h).
Clearly, v E S(r) and ] Dv ( < rp in P; thus < E z. Since K' and R are closed, the lemma is proved. I Obviously, &x, c) is measurable with respect to x and the set A = UrEx M, has measure zero. Moreover, 0 < i < it4. Since G is convex we easily deduce that for every x @M and A E Q with 0 < 1 < 1, for every <, , & E X LEMMA 5.1. We can extend g to a function defined on I?" x K, conve,x and lower semicontinuous in <, measurable in x.
Proof: Let K, be a convex open set such that K, @ k. The restriction of g' to K, nX is Lipschitzian by (5.3) and well-known results. So, f can be continuously extended to K, and, by the arbitrariness of K,, to all k. We still denote this extension by g'; clearly, it is convex on P which is aiso a convex because K is a closed convex set with interior points. As K = K, we have to detine g only a&?; we observe that if <E a& then t<E f for 0 < f < 1; by convexity, there exists lim , +, _ &x, t<) and so we can define k34 0 = ,"y-&6 0 Of course, g' so extended to k is still convex; we must prove that it is lower semicontinuous. Let indeed <E K, then t< Since c is convex, it will be Lipschitzian in S(u,, d/4) with respect to the seminorm (5.5). So for every r' E K such that uI, E S(u,, d/4), we have by (1.2) and Lemma 1.7
Passing at the limit for meas S' -+ 0 and after for {' -+ < we obtain cp,"(xO) = 'ax,, 0 I
The following Lemma is a technical refinement of Theorem 1.6 of [ 7 ] : ProoJ If G-(u, Q) < +co, it suffkes to apply Lemma 5.3. In the case Du E K a.e., then by Corollary 4.4 Du E K" a.e. and by Proposition 3.5, G'l(u,R) < +co; so by Lemma 1.7 we have &(u,R) < +co and we are reduced to the case studied above. 1 6 Let f a function in .Y, l-periodic in all the first n variables. We set f&, w> = fW w) and we denote by F, the functionals in & associated to f,,. Let F,i be a sequence T-(CO) convergent, for every u in Lip&f?") and for every R in a rich family dp( of Ap,, to a functional G such that (5.3) holds.
In this section, we shall prove that G does not depend on the sequence F, and we give an explicit representation of G. We set P, = [--u, (~1"; with a' small change of the technique used in [7, Lemma 3.11 we are able to prove the following Lemma: LEMMA 6.1. Let r E K and a > 0; then for every x,, E R" we have qu,, P,) = qu,, P, + x0).
Proof: By Lemmas 1.7 and 3.1, we have C?(u,, Q) < +co, t/J2 E Ap,, and by Proposition 1.5, G(u,, P,) = lim Gs(ul, P,,).
a'-0
For every j, we choose xj such that X, = (m,)/hj and JXj -x01 < n/hi, with (mj) n-tuple of integers. For c' > u, let u$ a sequence such that uxj' + uI and 1 Du$ I< (Pi, in P, and also lim Fh,(u$, P,,) = G(u,, P,,).
i++m
Ifj is large enough, for x E P, + x0 define
It is easily seen that vhj -+ u[ and ) Dv$ I< r,~,,~ in P + x,, ; moreover, IF,ju$, P,,) -Fhi(vhj, P, + x0)1 < C mea@,, -P,).
Passing at the limit for j + f co and after for rY + u + , we obtain G(u,, P, + x0) < G(u, 3 P,).
Interchanging P, with P, + x0 we obtain our thesis, 1 COROLLARY 6.2. For fixed c, the function g(x, <) is a.e. constant.
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.1 and of (5.1), (5.2) . 1
In the following, we denote by i(r) the function For every h we set e'(r) = &3x, 0 w,M = uy$l, F,(u, P). ,< fF,,,(u,,, P) + 3C meas(P\S2') + (1 -t) F,,(O, P).
Passing at the limit for j+ +uo, after for t -+ l-and finally for f2' + P we obtain the lemma. i
Now we set G(u, 0) = j; w,(Du) dx,
if Du E K a.e. in S2 (6.2) = +a, otherwise. Since every subsequence of F, has a subsequence satisfying Proposition 1.6, the whole sequence F,, convergence to G. 1 for every WE C'(iR') with sup v@ A (cf. Dal Maso and Modica [lo] ). Now, with the same notations of n. 6, we prove THEOREM 7.1. For every h, let u,, be a local minimum on a for F,,. Suppose that u, uniformly converge to u on Q. Then u is a local minimum for G on R. For u > 0. we set.
x,(t) = t -0,
We define wi = xjB(ui -uh) + uh. Clearly, 1 Dwi 1 < (P,, . Moreover, since L$, converges to u + w on BL and u,, converges to u on A, we obtain for h large enough Iui-uhl < 3.5 on B:-Ai, and so sup(wi -uh) @ Bk. Since uh is a local minimum we have F,(u,, B:) < &,(w;, B:), i= 1,2. This Corollary easily follows observing that in our hypothesis w, is strictly convex. 8 Our purpose now is to describe explicitly the convex K given by (0.4) in a particular case. From our example, it will be clear that K needs not be a ball. We consider indeed the function a, defined in P = [0, 1 ] * as follows: Proof: Let r E K and u E S(r) such that 1 Dul < p. Then it suffices to define u' = -u, u"(xr, x2) = u(x, , -x2); the estimate of Du" follows because up is symmetric with respect to the variable x2. 1 Now we set, for O<t < 1, y(t) = ${(l -t2)'12 + (4 -?)"2}. Moreover, if (k) = (k, ,..., k,) is an integer n-tuple and u E 3(r) is extended on R2 using the periodicity of u -r . x, then (u -c * x)(x) = (24 -r. x)(x + (k)). 
